ECHO Program
St udy Sum m ary

An An a lysis of H u m pba ck W h a le Ca lls in t h e Pr e se n ce of
Sh ips
The Enhancing Cet acean Habit at and Observat ion ( ECHO) Program com m issioned a st udy t o
bet t er underst and t he pot ent ial effect s of ship noise on hum pback whale calls. This
sum m ary docum ent was prepared t o describe why t he st udy was conduct ed, it s key findings
and conclusions, and how t he result s are planned t o be used by t he ECHO Program t o help
bet t er underst and and m anage t he im pact of shipping act ivit ies on at - risk whales
t hroughout t he sout hern coast of Brit ish Colum bia ( B.C.) .

W h a t qu e st ion w a s t h e st u dy t r yin g t o a n sw e r ?
The num ber of hum pback whales report ed in coast al B.C.
wat ers has increased in recent years as t he species has
recovered from com m ercial whaling. Wit h increased
num bers, t he pot ent ial for int eract ions wit h vessels also
increases. Shipping noise has been ident ified as a concern
for cet acean species in B.C. because of it s pot ent ial t o
m ask t heir vocalizat ions or disrupt t heir behaviour. There is
lim it ed inform at ion t o det erm ine whet her shipping noise
affect s hum pback whales. This st udy was a prelim inary
Humpback whales are making a
comeback in coastal B.C. waters.
invest igat ion int o t he pot ent ial effect s of ship noise on
With increased numbers, the
hum pback whale calls in B.C. wat ers, using underwat er
potential
for interactions with
sound recordings. The quest ions posed in t he st udy were:
vessels also increases.
 Do hum pback whales call less ( lower call rat e) in t he
presence of a ship com pared t o t he period before t he
ship passage?
 Do hum pback whales resum e t heir calls ( higher call rat e) aft er t he ship is no longer
present ?

W h o con du ct e d t h e st u dy?
Oceans I nit iat ive and SMRU Consult ing Nort h Am erica were select ed t o conduct t his st udy
based on t heir m arine m am m al and underwat er noise experience and access t o dat a
suit able for t his st udy.

W h a t m e t h ods w e r e u se d?
Underwat er sound recordings from 2010 in Douglas Channel ( near Kit im at ) , Blackfish Sound
( off nort heast ern Vancouver I sland) and from 2015 in t he St rait of Georgia near Vancouver
( at t he ECHO Program Underwat er List ening St at ion) were analysed t o com pare t he num ber
of hum pback whale calls per m inut e ( call rat e) for periods before, during and aft er ship
t ransit s. PAMGuard, a soft ware program for passive acoust ic m onit oring, was used t o
ident ify t he presence of hum pback whale calls in t he underwat er sound recordings. When
t here were whale calls in t he first of t wo adj acent 30- m inut e t im e int ervals ( eit her beforeduring or during- aft er ship t ransit s) t he dat a from t he pair were included in t he analysis.
Call rat es were t hen com pared for t hose t im e periods before- during and during- aft er ship
t ransit s.
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W h a t w e r e t h e k e y fin din gs?
A com bined t ot al of 18 pairs of before- during periods and 14 pairs of during- aft er periods
were analysed from t he dat aset s collect ed from t he t hree st udy locat ions.
Though t he result s of t his st udy are considered prelim inary, it was found t hat :
 Hum pback whale call rat es declined in t he 30- m inut e period when a ship was
t ransit ing ( during) com pared t o call rat es in t he 30- m inut e period prior t o t he ship
t ransit ( before) .
 No significant difference in hum pback whale call rat e was det ect ed bet ween t he 30m inut e period aft er a ship had passed ( aft er) and t he 30- m inut e period when a ship
was t ransit ing ( during) .
 Because t here was no visual observat ion or t agging undert aken on t he whales during
t he underwat er noise recordings, it was not possible t o det erm ine if t he lower call
rat e during t he period of ship t ransit was because t he whales changed t heir
behaviour ( i.e. act ually called at a lower rat e, st opped calling or left t he area) or
because t he ship noise m asked whale calls.

Con clu sion s a n d n e x t st e ps

This study was a preliminary
investigation into the potential
effects of ship noise on
humpback whale calls in B.C.
waters using underwater sound
recordings.

St udy result s provide a prelim inary indicat ion t hat noise from
ships m ay influence hum pback whale behaviour. The
int erpret at ion of t he biological significance of t hese pot ent ial
effect s ( e.g. t o whale healt h, feeding, reproduct ion) is
difficult given our current inabilit y t o confirm t he observed
effect and our lim it ed underst anding of hum pback
behavioural act ivit ies and calls in B.C. coast al wat ers. The
result s of t his st udy provide prelim inary evidence t o support
t he cont inued considerat ion of how best t o underst and and
m it igat e t he pot ent ial im pact s of shipping noise on t his
species as part of t he ECHO Program .

This report is provided for int erest only. I t s cont ent s are solely owned by t he Vancouver Fraser Port Aut horit y ECHO
Program . Vancouver Fraser Port Aut horit y is not liable for any errors or om issions cont ained in t his report nor any
claim s arising from t he use of inform at ion cont ained t herein.
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Effects of ship noise on calling rates of humpback whales in British Columbia

Executive Summary
Shipping noise has been identified as a concern for cetacean species in the coastal waters of British
Columbia. This region has seen an increase in the presence of humpback whales who return to the
region to feed during the summer and fall. There are limited data available on humpback habitat
usage in BC waters; similarly, little is known about the vocal behaviour of humpbacks in the region.
To investigate whether humpback whale calling behaviour changed in the presence of ship noise in BC
waters, we examined archived acoustic recordings from Douglas Channel near Kitimat, Blackfish
Sound (off northeastern Vancouver Island) and the Strait of Georgia near Vancouver. Acoustic data
were first run through automated acoustic detectors in PAMGuard software. PAMGuard detections of
humpback whale calls were manually checked in the 30-minute periods before, during, and after ship
transits. The number of calls per minute were calculated for each 30-minute sample in which
humpback calls were confirmed. Paired t-tests were applied to the data to investigate the effects of
ship passage on humpback calling rates. The average difference in call rates between the 30-minutes
before a ship passed and when a ship was present was significant, indicating that call rates dropped
when a ship was present. We were unable to determine if this decline in calling was a result of
hales ha gi g their eha iour (i.e. changing their call rate or leaving) or as a result of ship noise
aski g the hales alls. There as o sig ifi a t ha ge i alli g rate between the 30-minutes
after a ship had passed compared to when it was present. Interpreting the biological significance of
any effect would require further studies, especially on the functional role of the calls that BC
humpback whales make in summer and winter months.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Study
This study investigates the effects of shipping noise on humpback whale calling rates in British
Columbia. Acoustic data from 2010 and 2015 were available from 3 locations spread through the
coastal waters of British Columbia. These locations, near Kitimat, Blackfish Sound, and in the southern
Strait of Georgia near Vancouver, represent areas with varying levels of shipping.

1.2 Background
Shipping noise has been identified as a concern for cetacean species in British Columbia (BC), Canada
and Washington (WA), USA waters (National Marine Fisheries Service 2008, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada 2013), particularly as a number of large-scale industrial development applications have been
proposed for the region (Gaydos et al. 2015). Coastal waters of BC and WA have also seen an increase
in the presence of humpback whales as the species has recovered from commercial whaling (Barlow
et al. 2011), however, there are limited data available on the habitat usage of the species and even
less information available to assess potential impacts on humpback whales such as those posed by
underwater noise.
North Pacific humpback whales have shown remarkable recovery from historic overexploitation since
a global moratorium on commercial whaling was put in place in 1986 (Thomas et al. 2016). However,
humpbacks continue to face challenges in the oceans that may impede their continued recovery.
These include the potential for ship strike and impacts of underwater noise, which may result in
behavioural disruptions of feeding, and/or masking of vocalizations (Fisheries and Oceans Canada
2013).

1.3 Humpback whales in the Northeast Pacific
In the North Pacific most humpback populations are rebounding from the effects of commercial
whaling and are growing near their maximum theoretical growth rates (Calambokidis et al. 2008). In
2015, the US National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) published a global status review of humpback
whales (Bettridge et al. 2015) and as a result NMFS has identified 14 distinct population segments
(DPS) for humpback whales. Of these, 9 are not considered to be at risk of extinction, four remain
endangered and one is considered threatened (Figure 1). Three of these DPS return to Ca ada s
Pacific waters to feed during the summer and fall. Canada currently recognizes only one humpback
whale population in BC waters (Fisheries and Oceans 2013) and it is listed as threatened under the
Species at Risk Act (SARA), ut the desig atio of iologi al u its to o ser e is not yet resolved
definitively. The Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) recognizes
that these whales likely belong to the different breeding populations defined by NMFS as DPS in 2015,
and while there has been the suggestion of isolation between feeding areas (Calambokidis et al.
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1996), COSEWIC has concluded that additional studies are needed to delineate specific geographic
boundaries between breeding stocks that feed within BC waters (Fisheries and Oceans 2013). The
best available science suggests that more than one breeding stock feeds in BC waters (Bettridge et al.
2015), but that stock delineation of BC s hu p a k hales is more consistent with a gradient than a
discrete boundary (Calambokidis et al. 1996, Fisheries and Oceans 2013). Many photographic matches
of humpback whales in southern BC have shown matches with Mexico and Central America, in
addition to Hawaii (Barlow et al. 2011).
As far as critical habitat is concerned, Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has identified four distinct
geographic areas of k o
i porta e to BC s hu p a k hales (Figure 2). These areas were
identified in part due to the persistent high seasonal abundance of humpback whales, however more
recent DFO survey data suggest that Hecate Strait and east Dixon Entrance are also potential areas of
critical habitat (Fisheries and Oceans 2013). Little to no systematic survey work has been conducted in
the Salish Sea in recent years, during which time there has been a dramatic increase in the number of
humpback whales returning to feed in the region. For example, no humpback whales were seen in the
Salish Sea on a province-wide systematic line transect survey conducted between 2004 and 2006
(Williams and Thomas 2007), but humpbacks are now seen commonly in the area.

Figure 1 Distribution of 14 identified humpback whale distinct population segments (DSP) identified
by NMFS (http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/mammals/whales/humpback-whale.html).
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Figure 2 Locations of the four critical habitat areas. The existence of other areas of critical habitat for
humpback whales in BC is likely
(http://www.sararegistry.gc.ca/virtual_sara/files/plans/rs_rb_pac_nord_hbw_1013_e.pdf).

1.4 Humpback whale vocal behaviour
Humpback whales have a broad and complex vocal repertoire (Fournet et al. 2015). Highly
stereotyped songs are related to breeding. Male humpbacks sing predominantly while on their
breeding grounds (Herman 2016; Payne and McVay 1971). However, humpbacks produce another
class of calls known as non-song vocalizations a d these alls are produ ed a ross the hales
geographic range (Dunlop et al. 2008; Fournet et al. 2015). Less is known about these non-song
vocalizations, particularly for humpbacks in the North Pacific. Fournet et al. (2015) conducted the first
comprehensive analysis of humpback non-song call types in the Northeast Pacific foraging grounds of
SMRU Consulting NA
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SE Alaska. While tonal type calls are thought to be related to foraging activities, less is known about
the context of other non-song type calls. Some calls may also serve a social role prior to migration to
the mating and calving grounds. Social vocalizations are not produced in the highly complex structural
format of the humpback song (Dunlop et al. 2008) and are widely produced on foraging grounds
throughout the hu p a ks ra ge (Dunlop et al. 2008). In BC, little research has been conducted on
behavioural context-specific vocalizations of humpback whales.
In addition to the limited acoustic behaviour data available for humpbacks in BC, there is also limited
data available on habitat usage, particularly as the numbers of humpbacks returning to feed in BC
waters has increased. Data gaps are particularly pronounced for whales that are now remaining
overwinter to feed in the coastal waters of southern BC and northern WA. Recent tagging studies
suggest that ship noise reduces foraging activity and possibly foraging success in Atlantic humpback
whales in the heavily trafficked waters of Stellwagen Bank, near the busy port of Boston, MA, USA
(Blair et al. 2016). This finding raises concerns around the impacts of ship noise on humpback whales
in BC.

1.5 Study Description
This study was a preliminary investigation into the potential effects of ship noise on humpback whale
calling rates in BC waters. We examined three sets of archived acoustic recordings from waters near
Kitimat, Blackfish Sound (off northeastern Vancouver Island) and the city of Vancouver. The overall
aim of the study was to determine if the rate of humpback whale vocalizations changed during a
ship s passage by the autonomous hydrophones (underwater microphones and recorders) used for
the study. The archival datasets allowed us to search for humpback calls in relation to ship passages
and permitted an investigation into the variation in calling rates i a opportu isti trial fra e ork
spanning periods before, during, and after ship transits.
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2. Methods
2.1 Study Area
We examined archived recordings from three locations in BC (Figure 3, Table 1). Two of the recordings
came from autonomous recorders deployed in 2010 in northern and central waters of BC (Williams et
al. 2014 , a d o e fro
that as part of Va ou er Fraser Port Authorit s Enhancing Cetacean
Habitat and Observation (ECHO) Program Underwater Listening Station (ULS) cabled to Ocean
Net orks Ca ada s Victoria Experimental Network Under the Sea (VENUS) network in the Strait of
Georgia, southern BC (Figure 3, Table 1).

Figure 3 Location of autonomous recorders in British Columbia used for this study.
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2.2 Acoustic Data Recorders & Deployments
Acoustic data in northern and central BC were collected using marine autonomous recording units
(MARUs) (Clark and Clapham 2004) anchored 1.5–2.5 m above the seafloor and programmed to
record on a duty cycle (Table 1) due to limitations related to battery life or disk space. In the Strait of
Georgia acoustic data were made available from o e of the ECHO Progra s ULS h dropho es a led
to the VENUS network. Additional acoustic archives from two other MARU deployments (in 2008 off
Triple Island and Caamano Sound) were assessed, but found to be unsuitable for inclusion in this
study. An unusual configuration (since discontinued) of the hardware in the 2008 deployments
created self-noise that was accounted for in previously published ambient noise analyses (Williams et
al. 2014) but created too many false positives to run automated call detection algorithms. The
recordings used in this study are described in Table 1.
Table 1 Details on the archived acoustic data available for this study and used in the analyses.
Douglas Channel
Blackfish Sound
Strait of Georgia
53.884/-128.742
50.648/-126.819
49.042/ -123.317
179
127
168
Marine Autonomous
Marine Autonomous
ECHO ULS – VENUS
Re order U it MARU
Re order U it MARU
cabled hydrophone
or pop-up , Cor ell
or pop-up , Cornell
University)
University)
Recording period
24 August –
21 August –
21 October –
26 September 2010
22 September 2010
28 December 2015
Duty cycle/sample period per hour
30 minute*
30 minute*
Continuous
Ship traffic
Low
Moderate
High
Seasonality of calls
All calls in September
All calls in September
October & December
*acoustic recorders were programmed to record on a duty cycle of 30 mins. This was set by battery life and/or disk space
limitation.
Latitude/Longitude
Deployment depth (m)
Hardware

2.3 Data Processing
Data processing occurred in two steps. In the first step all three sets of acoustic data (Table 1) were
run through the automated acoustic (Whistle and Moan) detector in PAMGuard (www.pamguard.org)
to detect humpback whale calls with a relatively sensitive detection threshold of 6 dB. In the second
step, detections of putative humpback whale calls were manually checked for false positive
detections. Manual checking of detections was restricted to 30-minute periods before, during, and
after ship transits—all ship transits and the preceding and following 30-minute segments were
manually checked.
Ship transits were determined by viewing the long term spectral average (LTSA). An LTSA allows for
the frequency content of long duration (e.g. hours or days) acoustic data to be viewed in an efficient
way. An example of an LTSA is shown in Figure 4, which covers a 30-minute period. A distinct pattern
is generated from the constructive and destructive interference of ship noise as the ship passes a
hydrophone. This pattern is aused
a Llo d s irror effe t a d is shown in Figure 4. This
constructive and destructive interference results in a series of stacked "U"s in the spectrogram, the
SMRU Consulting NA
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base of the U coinciding with the closest point of approach of the ship. Because this spectral pattern is
distinct to passing vessels and spans the 30 minutes or so that it takes a ship to pass the hydrophone,
it makes it easy to scroll through long periods of audio data and find ship transits. Ship transits were
also confirmed by listening to short segments of the audio at these times. Based on these samples
with ship transits, we could then check the before and after samples for humpback detections, and
ensure there were no other ship transits in the before and after samples.

Figure 4 An example of a long term spectral average of a 30-minute segment of data that shows a
passing ship in PAMGuard. A series of stacked "U"s is visible in the spectrogram and the base of the U
coincides with the closest point of approach of the ship. This can be seen by the area of intense green.

Figure 5 A schematic illustrating the different sampling schemes of the MARUs (from Douglas Channel
and Blackfish Sound) and the ULS (Strait of Georgia). Each block represents a 30-minute period.
SMRU Consulting NA
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Acoustic data recorded in 2010 (MARU data) were collected with a 50% duty cycle (on for 30-minutes,
off for 30 minutes). This meant we were only able to check acoustic data during the 30-minutes data
were recorded in each hour. As a result, there were 30-minute gaps between the before, during, and
after segments which may have led to some loss of information during these periods. Acoustic data
recorded in 2015 (ULS data) were collected continuously allowing a minimum of 1.5 hours of
continuous recordings to be analyzed. Figure 5 illustrates the differences in the sampling schemes. In
some cases, multiple ships passed the acoustic recorder located in the Strait of Georgia with little to
no acoustic gap resulting in longer duri g seg e ts ei g checked.
Detections confirmed to be humpback vocalizations were tallied. Each individual call recorded in a 30minute sample was counted. A call rate was calculated as the number of individual calls per minute
(i.e. the total number of calls detected, divided by the minutes of the analysis period; typically 30
minutes). Where there were multiple ship transits that spanned more than a single 30-minute sample,
a call rate (i.e. calls/minute) spanning the multiple 30-minute samples was calculated for that
exposure period. Each 30-minute period was paired with a 30-minute period before or after it (see
section, 2.4). As there were no data on humpback presence, other than the acoustic data, we did not
know if a 30-minute period with no humpback calls was due to the lack of a humpback, or merely the
lack of a calling humpback. We therefore could only pair 30-minute periods in which at least the first
30-minute period in the pair had humpback calls.

2.4. Statistical Analyses
While opportunistic in nature, the data allowed a preliminary investigation into whether humpback
call rates changed with shipping. Because there were too few complete (before-during-after) trials,
e a al zed the data as t o separate pair ise efore-duri g a d duri g-after o pariso s. We
used paired t-tests to look for changes in call rates between two scenarios: before-during periods, and
during-after periods. A paired t-test was appropriate because our data consisted of a series of paired
observations (i.e. non-independent observation): (a) 30-minute samples before a ship transited and
the subsequent 30-minute sample within which the ship passed the hydrophone; and (b) 30-minute
sample in which the ship passed the hydrophone, followed by a 30-minute sample after the ship had
passed. The paired t-test assumes that each set of paired data are related to each other and accounts
for their non-independence by subtracting one from the other. For example, if the calling rate in the
before period of opportunistic trial #1 is 10 calls/minute, and the calling rate of the during period of
opportunistic trial #1 is 5 calls/minute, the paired t-test uses the value -5 (i.e. 5 calls/minute minus 10
calls/minute). This is done for each data pair. A negative number would indicate a decrease in calling
rate, a positive number would indicate an increase in calling rate, and a zero would indicate no
change in calling rate. The paired t-test then determines if the calculated differences are significantly
different from zero (i.e. no change in calling rate). A significant p-value therefore indicates there was a
significant change in calling rate.
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3. Results
Humpback whale calls were detected at varying levels in all datasets analyzed for this pilot study.
A ross the three a ousti data sets
da s orth of ar hi al data ere ru through auto ati
whistle and moan detectors in PAMGuard. Of these data, appro i atel
hours orth ere
manually checked for the presence of humpback calls. Humpback calls were detected in a total of 44
30-minute samples assessed manually. Based on the rule explained in the methods section, whereby
each pair has to have at least 1 humpback call in the first period of the pair, there were a total of 32
paired opportunistic trials (Table 2). Examples of humpback calls are shown in Figure 6. While it is
possible that some humpback calls were masked by ship noise, this is likely to have only occurred
around the time of closest point of approach of the ship to the hydrophone (Figure7). Based on visual
inspection of the spectrograms, we estimate the potential for masking of humpback calls by ship
noise was 10% or less of the 30-minute sample period when a ship was present.
Table 2 Summary of the number of paired opportunistic trials that were tested to investigate if calling
rate changed.
Douglas Channel
No. paired opportunistic trials
before-during
during-after

3
0

Blackfish Sound

Strait of Georgia

Total

3
3

12
11

18
14

Figure 6 Examples of spectrograms of humpback calls recorded from the Strait of Georgia in
December 2015. Calls in the upper plot ranged from ~150Hz up to ~700Hz while calls in the lower plot
were all under 400Hz.The upper plot spans 19 minutes of data, the bottom plot spans 38 minutes of
data.
SMRU Consulting NA
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Figure 7 Example of spectrograms of humpback calls recorded in the presence of ship noise. The top
spectrogram shows a 5-minute spread of data that clearly shows the long-term spectral average
(Lloyd mirror effect shown in figure 4) of the transiting ship. Three short calls were detected and
these are highlighted in the lower plot.
As ships approached, average humpback whale call rates dropped in the paired data from 2.66
(before) to 0.67 (during) calls per minute. The average difference between these two values was -1.99
calls/minute (95% CI: -3.2, -0.8, Table 3). This decrease in call rate was significantly different from zero
(two-tailed paired t-test, t = 3.4, df = 17, P=0.0032). After ships passed beyond the detection range of
the hydrophone, there was no significant change in average humpback whale call rates in the paired
data (from 1.19 (during) to 1.07 (after) calls/minute). The difference between these two values was 0.19 calls/minute (95% CI: -0.89, 1.12, Table 3). This difference was not significantly different from
zero (two-tailed paired t-test, t = 0.25, df = 13, P=0.81). The distribution of the difference in paired
opportunistic trial data are shown in Figure 8. Call rates for each sample period are reported in the
Appendix.
Table 3 Summary of the average difference in call rates during the paired opportunistic trials, the 95%
Confidence Intervals of those differences and the resulting p-values from the paired t-tests on these
data. (*) denotes a statistically significant difference (p<0.05).
Before-during
During-after
SMRU Consulting NA

Mean difference in call rate/min
-1.99
-0.19

p-value
0.0032*
0.8059

95% CI
-3.2, -0.8
-0.89, 1.12
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Figure 8 Boxplot of the paired periods showing the distribution in the difference in humpback
calls/minute. Thick horizontal lines are the medians, extent of boxes are 25 and 75% quartiles,
whiskers are the min/max or 1.5 times the interquartile range beyond the closest quartile, whichever
is less extreme. Circles are possible outliers.

4. Discussion
This study accomplished its primary objective to explore effects of ship noise on calling rates of
humpback whales in BC. Though our results should be considered preliminary, we found an overall
decrease in calling rates during samples in which ships were transiting compared to the preceding
sa ples, ho e er e ere u a le to deter i e if all rates dropped as a result of hales ha gi g
their behaviour (e.g. cease/reduce vocalization or moving away altogether) or as a result of ship noise
masking the whales alls.
SMRU Consulting NA
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While some level of masking is likely to have occurred, complete masking in which whale calls would
not have been detectable visually or aurally would have been restricted to the short periods of time
surrou di g the essels losest poi t of approach to the hydrophone (see Figure 7 above). Therefore,
if a few calls were masked by the passing ships, we expect this would have only caused a small
decrease in our estimated calling rates during ship transits. As calling rates did not increase
significantly after ship transits (i.e., when the signals would be easier to detect on the hydrophones
over diminishing ship noise), it seems that the declining call rate as ships passed are more consistent
with a true reduction in vocalization rate or a movement away from the hydrophone than an artifact
in which ship noise masked detectability of calls on the hydrophone.
The apparent decline in calling rate we detected in samples where transiting ships were present could
be explained by several competing mechanisms related to masking. Whale species, such as the
bowhead whale may respond to increased noise levels in a combination of ways, e.g. both changing
their calling behaviour and ceasing calling altogether (Blackwell et al. 2015). Bowhead whales have
been found to increase their call rate when seismic survey sounds become audible before gradually
decreasing their call rates and ceasing calling altogether once the cumulative sound exposure levels
surpass ~
dB re μPa2-s (Blackwell et al. 2015). Blue whale calls in the Santa Barbara Channel
were not detected when ships were present (McKenna et al. 2009), though similar to this study, the
authors were unable to determine whether the whales ceased calling or if the whale calls were
masked by the increased noise. Right whales in the North Atlantic are thought to employ vocal
compensation through increasing the amplitude of their upcalls in noisy environments (known as the
Lombard effect) as a means of improving signal detection amongst conspecifics (Tennessen and Parks
2016). Additionally, evidence of the Lombard effect has been found for humpback whales migrating
south off the east coast of Australia (Dunlop et al. 2014). Determining whether humpback whales in
BC employ similar vocal compensation strategies, increase the source level of their calls, cease calling,
or move away from passing ships was beyond the scope of this study. However, the high calling rates
detected in the Strait of Georgia – the hydrophone location with the most shipping – suggests that
humpbacks in southern BC may choose to remain in areas despite high shipping levels. This could be
because prey density is high, or because these sites offer opportunities for social interactions that are
not distributed uniformly throughout BC waters. Humpback whales in Newfoundland have also been
found to remain in areas affected by underwater construction noise if foraging opportunities are
present (Todd et al. 1996). Additional work is required to understand the factors driving distribution
of humpbacks in BC throughout the year.
Calling rates and the effects of shipping noise on calling rates may also be influenced by season. Nonsong call types have been widely recorded on foraging grounds, during migrations and on breeding
grounds (Dunlop et al. 2007, 2008, 2010; Fournet et al. 2015). However, further data on the
seasonal presence of humpback whales are required to determine how season might influence calling
rates and in turn what any potential impacts of shipping noise might be for whales utilizing BC waters.
Small sample size and uneven spatial and temporal coverage precluded any attempt to account for
confounding effects of location and seasonality on vocal responses of humpback whales to ship noise
in this study.
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While the effects of noise on call types and call function is unknown it is possible that the disruption
of calls related to feeding activity may have energetic consequences which may in turn propagate to
population-level effects (Williams et al. 2016). If calls are related to the songs produced on the mating
and calving grounds, interpreting the biological significance of disrupting those calls may be difficult
(Herman 2016). A greater understanding of the functional role of vocalizations for humpback whales
in BC is needed before we are able to estimate the wider biological effects of noise on humpback
whale calling behaviour.

4.1 Study caveats
The results presented in this report are preliminary and thus should not be extended beyond the
limits of this study. The primary limitations of this study surrounded the small sample sizes, which
influenced our ability to investigate how calling rates changed in the presence of shipping.
Importantly the use of only archival acoustic data (i.e., without simultaneous visual observations)
meant that we were not able to determine if sample periods (before, during, or after) in which no
calls or a change in calling rate was detected were due to the whale(s) changing their calling
behaviour, moving away from the acoustic receiver, or if their calls were masked by the ship noise.
Our decision to only include paired opportunistic trials where the first period had at least one
humpback call may have biased our results. If this did introduce a bias, it would have biased results
towards the second period in each pair having a lower call rate than the first period. This is what we
found in the before-during paired trials but not in the during-after paired trials. Therefore, it is hard to
determine if our decision resulted in a bias strong enough to skew our results.
Additionally, we were unable to determine the distance of calling whales to the passing ship, and thus
were not able to determine the received noise levels at which whales may alter their calling rates.
Combined visual (or telemetry) and acoustic data would allow both the patterns detected in the
archived recordings and key information relating whale calling rates to specific noise levels to be
better explored.
The effect of shipping noise on whale calling behaviour may also be context specific. Varying levels of
ship noise may have a greater (or lesser) effect on whale calling rates depending on season, location
and what the whale is doing at the time of exposure. We were not able to investigate the effect of
shipping noise on whale calling rates by season because the archival data available from the three
locations were collected during different periods – data available from Douglas Channel and Blackfish
Sound were recorded during late August to late September when whales are primarily engaged in
feeding activities, whereas data available from the Strait of Georgia were collected during later
October to December. Though the late fall and winter habitat use of humpback whales in southern BC
coastal waters is poorly understood, it is conceivable that these animals were beginning their
southward migrations to lower latitude breeding grounds off Mexico, Central America and Hawaii
(Bettridge et al. 2015; Fisheries and Oceans Canada 2013).
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4.2 Summary
In summary, this pilot study revealed preliminary evidence that humpback whale call rates declined in
the presence of ship noise, but generating a reasonable sample size required pooling data from
different recording systems, sampling locations, and seasons. The lack of combined visual
observations makes it difficult to assess whether these changes in vocal behaviour could signify
effects of ship noise on feeding or social behaviour. The lack of tracking data on whales and ships
makes it difficult to identify the received noise level (i.e., at the whale) that elicited the observed
changes in vocal behaviour in the form of a quantitative dose-response relationship. It was beyond
the scope of the study to identify a mechanism for the observed effect, but potential explanations
include: whales moving away from the hydrophone; whales reducing their vocalization rate; or ship
noise reducing the detectability of the call on the hydrophone (i.e. masking). Interpreting the
biological significance of any effect would require further studies, especially on the functional role of
the calls that BC humpback whales make in summer and winter months.
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Appendix
Humpback calling rate data by trial type. Table A1 provides a summary of calling rates per minute for
all samples included in the Before-During trials, and Table A2 provides a summary of calling rates per
minute for all samples included in the During-After trials.
Table A1 Summary of data included in the analysis of the Before-During trials, including date, location
of detection, the time periods for each sample, calling rates per minute for before samples and during
samples, and the difference between the two call rates.

Date

Location

03-09-2010
04-09-2010
04-09-2010
05-09-2010

Blackfish Sound
Blackfish Sound
Blackfish Sound
Douglas
Channel
Douglas
Channel
Douglas
Channel
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait

08-09-2010
22-09-2010
21-10-2015
06-12-2015
23-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
25-12-2015
26-12-2015
28-12-2015
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0900-0930
0400-0430
0600-0630

1000-1030
0500-0530
0700-0730

Before
Calling
Rate/min
0.50
2.03
0.03

1330-1400

1430-1500

0.03

0.00

-0.03

1830-1900

1930-2000

0.57

0.00

-0.57

0930-1000

1030-1100

0.10

0.00

-0.10

1739-1809
1520-1550
2048-2118
0532-0602
0650-0720
1808-1838
1910-1940
2118-2148
2300-2330
1135-1205
0150-0220
0927-0957

1809-1839
1550-1620
2118-2148
0602-0632
0720-0850
1838-1908
1940-2010
2148-2218
2330-0000
1205-1235
0220-0250
0957-1027

0.57
0.47
6.63
7.07
6.00
2.37
3.30
3.93
2.23
2.20
8.80
1.00

0.00
0.30
0.00
2.67
2.41
1.13
0.47
3.17
1.67
0.27
0.00
0.00

-0.57
-0.17
-6.63
-4.40
-3.59
-1.23
-2.83
-0.77
-0.57
-1.93
-8.80
-1.00

Sample
Sample
Before UTC During UTC

During
Calling
Rate/min
0.00
0.00
0.00

Difference
-0.50
-2.03
-0.03
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Table A2 Summary of data included in the analysis of the During-After trials, including date, location
of detection, the time periods for each sample, calling rates per minute for during samples and after
samples, and the difference between the two call rates.

Date

Location

Sample
During UTC

10-09-2010
12-09-2010
12-09-2010
06-12-2015
23-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
24-12-2015
25-12-2015
28-12-2015

Blackfish Sound
Blackfish Sound
Blackfish Sound
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait
Georgia Strait

1600-1630
0400-0430
1900-1930
1550-1620
1820-1920
0603-0633
0720-0850
1240-1310
1838-1908
1940-2010
2150-2220
2330-0000
1210-1240
1205-1305
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Sample
After UTC
1700-1730
0500-0530
1000-1030
1620-1650
1920-1950
0633-0703
0850-0920
1310-1340
1908-1938
2010-2040
2220-2250
0000-0030
1240-1310
1305-1335

During
Calling
Rate/min
0.10
1.63
0.07
0.30
0.92
2.67
2.41
0.67
1.13
0.47
3.17
1.67
0.27
1.18

After Calling
Rate/min

Difference

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
1.63
5.40
3.73
0.00
0.80
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.00

-0.10
-1.63
-0.07
-0.30
2.08
-1.03
2.99
2.70
-1.13
0.33
-2.70
-1.67
-0.27
-1.18
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